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ach year the Mount Everest Foundation supports a number of expeditions
undertaking exploration in one fonn or another amongst the high mountains
of the world. As well as 'Approval' - which in itself sometimes has the effect
of opening other purses - most expeditions which are not already well funded
also receive a grant, typically ranging between £200 and £1500. Whilst this
only represents a small proportion of the overall cost of an expedition, the
moral support and the promise of a few hundred pounds during the preparatory
stages of an expedition can sometimes make the difference between it going
and not going.
All that the MEF asks in return is a comprehensive report. Once received,
copies are lodged in the Alpine Club Library, the Royal Geographical Society
and the British Mountaineering Council where they are available for consultation by future expeditioners. In addition, some reports - up to and including
1994 expeditions - have recently been given to the Alan Rouse Memorial
Collection in Sheffield Central Library.
The following notes are based on reports that have been received during 1997,
and are divided into geographical areas.

AMERICA - NORm
97/17 Alaskan Walls 1997 Jerry Gore (with Silvo Karo from Slovenia).
May-June 1997
After a week of high standard rock climbing in Yosemite, this pair flew into
Ruth Gorge to find it unseasonably warm. As a result, attempts on the S Face
of Mt Bradley, 2774m, and the S Face of Mt Dickie, 2909m, both failed due to
rock and ice fall and the lack of safe lines. A five-day attempt on Mt Barrille,
2332m, involving climbing up to 'new wave A4' (one pitch took 13 hours to
lead) ended at 314 height after Gore was struck by a rock and ice avalanche,
with the rope being cut and Karo having a near-death experience.
97122 British Thunder Mountain & Mount Hunter 1997 Paul Ramsden
(with Jim Hall and Nick Lewis). May-June 1997
After five attempts on the Central Spur of Thunder Mountain (c 3350m) this
team switched its attention to the gully line on the left, which was climbed in a
continuous 42-hour round trip. The route, which they called Dream Sacrifice,
involved 1070m of climbing at Alpine grade E2, but predominantly on ice at Scottish
VIVI. They also made the first ascent of Mount Providence, 3414m, by an 11OOm
Alpine D, Scottish III route on its S Face, but did not attempt Mount Hunter.
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97144 British Foraker Traverse 1997 Geoff Hornby (with Tom Nonis of
USA). May 1997
Having planned to make the first traverse of Mts Crosson and Foraker from
north to south, this team was disappointed on arrival in Alaska to find that two
local climbers had just beaten them to it. Rather than repeat the route, they
decided to fIy to Ruth Gorge to look at a new route on Mt Bradley, 2774m.
However, with bad weather forecast as they flew in, they changed plans yet
again and repeated the Central Couloir on the N Face of Mt Barrille, 2332m,
the next day. They were lucky, as from then on the weather became steadily
worse, preventing any further mountaineering activity.

AMERICA - SOUTH

9711 British Cerro Aguilera 1997 Julian Freeman-Attwood (with Frank
MacDermot and Skip Novak). April-May 1997
On arrival in Chi1~, this team found that the first mate of the sailing vessel
Pe/agic had been injured and hence forced to return to the UK. Without him,
Novak was not prepared to navigate the hazardous waters round Aguilera.
They therefore turned their attention to Tierra del Fuego and, in particular, the
unclimbed Mt Aosta, cl524m, but were refused permission to enter the fjords
to the north. In the worst weather they had ever encountered in the area (and
that's saying quite a lot!) they attempted a route on Mt Italia, c2134m, in the
Darwin Ranges, but were beaten by deep soft snow and an underlying tangle
of rotting tree-trunks and roots.
97/2 Walsall/Bolivia '97 Pete Marshall (with Yossi Brain, Eamonn Flood
and Dean Wiggin). May-June 1997
In recent years the Cordillera Apolobamba in Northern Bolivia has not been
very popular with British climbers. 1997 saw a change, and this was one of five
MEF-supported expeditions that headed for the area. With the advantage of
Brain's experience (he works as a Guide in the area), this team planned to
climb new routes and make first British ascents in the Katantica group.
Unfortunately, the leader was unable to climb owing to sickness, but the rest of
the team repeated routes on Pt 5550 and Katantica Oeste, 5630m. They also
made the first British ascents of Katantica Central, 5610m (by a new route on
the W Ridge), Katantica Este, 5592m, Pt 5560m (AD, the N Face) and Katantica
Sur, 5300m. Moving over to the Cordillera Real they found and buried the
remains of a Spanish climber who had been missing for three years, but gave up
plans to try a new route on lliimani, 6462m, owing to the onset of gale force winds.

97/6A Torres del Paine Noel Craine (with Roger 'Strappo' Hughes and
Simon Nadin). January-March 1997
On arrival at the foot of the Central Tower of Paine, 2454m, this team
discovered that their original objective of the S Ridge was already occupied by
a strong Swiss party, so they turned their attention to a new big-wall route on
the W Face. In a period of six weeks of some of the worst weather in living
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memory, they climbed pitches between E3 and E5, with artificial sections of A2+,
to within six pitches of the summit, leaving fixed ropes and all their lead gear at this
spot before descending. After about a week of waiting, the weather seemed to
improve slightly, so they made their bid for the summit. However, they found that
continual lashing by the wind had frayed the fixed ropes, making them unusable
and their lead ropes inaccessible, so they had no option but to clear what they
could and descend. (See article 'On the Central Tower of Paine, pp 102-108.)

97/8 UK Peru 1997 . CordilIera Central

Paul Hudson (with Pamela
Caswell, Ken Findlay, Stuart Gallagher, Peter Holden, Ken Mosley, Christopher
Woodall and David Wynne-Jones). July-August 1997
The Cordillera Central is a little-visited area of Peru, 100km E of Lima,
with a number of spiky peaks. This team found that there had been a considerable reduction in glaciation since the maps were drawn in 1969, with some
50% reduction in snow and ice cover. They succeeded in making first British
ascents of three mountains: Quepala, 5422m, Padrecaca 5362m (by two routes)
and also Nevado Ticilla, 5897m.

97/12 BMES Chile '97

Dr Alex Wright (with lots of victims: Maggie
Beazley, Stephen Brearey, Ian Chesner, Timothy Clarke, Richard Clayton, Peter
Forster, Daniel Hale, Peter Hillenbrand, Helen Hoar, Christopher Imray, Brian
Johnson, Barry Lester, Andrew MacLennan, Ian MacLennan, John Milles,
Damian Mole, Jon Morgan, John Simmons, Sarah Walsh - mainly doctors
themselves). January 1997
Having developed new equipment for determining the status of cerebral
oxygenation in a non-intrusive manner, doctors in the Birmingham Medical
Research Expeditionary Society were keen to test it in the field. This was done
by driving 20 volunteers (aged 24 to 59) rapidly from sea level (300krn N of
Santiago) to Pasa del Agua Negra at 4680m, intermediate measurements being
taken at 2770m and 3650m. A clinical trial of medroxyprogesterone as a
prophylactic for acute mountain sickness was also investigated, with no
significant side effects being evident, although a full analysis of all the results
will occupy the scientists for some time.

97/13 British Women's Patagonia Celia Bull (with Donna Raupp from
USA and Geraldine Westrupp as climbers, Alison Thomas as support and Bill
Hatcher as photographer). January-February 1997
Patagonia's reputation for having the worst weather in the world was
confirmed by this team's experience. Of 28 days in the field, only one full and
two half days were free from almost continuous rain or snow, with strong winds
adding to the experience. As a result, their hopes of making the first all-female
ascent of the 1963 Bonington/Whillans route on the Central Tower of Paine,
2454m, were well and truly dashed: in fact they did not even touch rock above
Col Bich at 1850m. And then, as if the weather was not enough, the refugio at
Base Camp burnt down, destroying much of their fuel, food and equipment.
This expedition was the recipient of half the Alison Chadwick Memorial Grant
for 1997.
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97120 British Cordillera Apolobamba 97 Bob Dawson (with Dick Gasson,
Jan Lancaster and Mark Thompson). July-September 1997
This was another expedition hoping to make first ascents in this less popular
area of the Andes, choosing to operate in the area between Paso Osipal and
Sunchuli. They succeeded in climbing Cuchillo I (5650m), Yanarco (5600m)
and Pts 5600m and 5550m.

97129 Edinburgh University Mountaineering Club Apolobamba 1997
Jane McKay (with Tom Bridgeland, Sam Chinnery, Rob Goodier, Paul
Schweizer and Heather Smith). July-August 1997
This group set out to explore the Sore! Oeste group, and climb as many new
routes as possible. Experiencing good weather throughout, they succeeded in
making new routes on the W Face of Sore! Este, 5471m, the NW Face of
Katantica Oeste, 5630m, and the S Ridge of Sorel Oeste, 564lm. They also
made the first traverse of the ridge from south of Palomani all the way north to
just below Chaupi Orco, reaching a maximum height of 6400m on IlIimani.

97/33 Manchester Apolobamba .. Andy MacNae (with Andy Dougherty).
July-August 1997
In something of a roving expedition this pair visited three separate areas:
Condirriri, Apolobamba and IlIimani. Despite the worst weather in the area
for many years, they achieved a probable seven first British ascents at grades
up to TO.

97/48 Cordillera Apolobamba '97

Will Payne (with Andrew Macleod,
Dafydd Morris, Hugh Morris, Gareth Roberts and Peter Ward). June-July 1997
After making first ascents of a number of peaks, this team decided to provide
their own names to identify them: Devil's Elbow, 5350m; The Tower, 5 lOOm;
K4,5500m; K5,5250m; K8, 5350m and K9, 5 lOOm. They also climbed the S
Ridge/S Face of Cololo, 5916m. The routes varied from F to AD.

GREENLAND AND ARCTIC AREAS

97/15 Scottish South Greenland 1997 MaIcolm Thorburn (with Douglas
CampbelI). July-August 1997
This two-man team planned to carry out a ski traverse across the ice cap
from Sondre Sermilik Fjord to Narssarssuaq, making one-day first ascents of
as many peaks as possible en route. However, bad pack-ice prevented them
from accessing Nanortalik, so they used their intended descent route to gain
the ice cap instead. This enabled them to cover a large area of unexplored
territory and make several first ascents of peaks up to 2000m and AD-, although
they also recorded failure on others due to approach difficulties.

97128 1997 Scottish Torssuqatoq Spires Pete Benson (with Andy Benson,
Kenton Cool and AI PowelI). July-August 1997
The rock spires of Cape Farewell have become very popular with British
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climbers over recent years. After several flights and a boat trip from Nanortalik,
this team set up Base Camp at the head of Narssap Sarqa Fjord. On the first
night, their main tent was destroyed by a gale, so they moved into a dilapidated
hut instead. Fortunately from then on the weather was generally very good
and, as a a result, the team achieved an incredible eight free big-wall climbs of
400m to 800m on Agdlerussakasit, 1763m; Magic Arrow, 1200m; Maujit
Qaqarssuasia (1560m); Navianorpoq, 1550m; and Tikaguta, 1350m - all up
to ED2 and AD2.
HIMALAYA - INDIA
96/32A British Sikkim 1996 Doug Scott (with Phil Bartlett, Mark Bowen,
Mike Clarke, Paul Crowther, Julian Freeman-Attwood, Lindsay Griffm and
Skip Novak). September- November 1996
Until 1962, Sikkim was a popular haunt of British climbers, but then the
'Inner Line' was drawn, and everything changed. However, following a barrage
of letters from Scott and various others, this expedition was allowed into the
area with the hope of making the first ascents of Chombu, 6362m, and/or
Gurudongmar West, 6630m. Unfortunately precipitation on most days with
little consolidation made for a high avalanche risk, so they had to content
themselves with a most useful reconnaisance of the two main peaks, plus the
first ascent of Pt 5745m, which they named Chombu East. (See article 'The
British Sikkim Expedition /996', pp45-52.)

97/7 Chandra Bhaga

Colin Knowles (with Ian Carey, Titch Kavanagh,
Andy Phillips, Tracey Purchase, Dave Reynolds, and Chris Smart, plus LO
Gurpal Singh). August-September 1997
Most members of this 'Red Rope' expedition were making their first visit to
the Greater Ranges, and selected the Lahul area of India as a suitable area to
cut their teeth. The first ascent of CB 11, 6044m, was their principal objective,
and five members of the team achieved this by a couloir on the NW Face.
Following the expedition, they renamed the mountain 'Independence Peak'.

97/14 Changabang North Wall 1997 Julie-Ann Clyma (with Andy Cave,
Mick Fowler, Brendan Murphy, Roger Payne and Steve Sustad). May-June 1997
Some of this party had to abort on this mountain in 1996 owing to the sickness
of one member. This year, Clyma and Payne spent 10 days on the face, reaching
the Ice Tongue just above the second icefield. They sat out terrible storms
before abseiling off without incident. Meanwhile, Cave and Murphy reached
the summit on 1st June, having made the first ascent of the North Face.
Following a day behind, Fowler and Sustad reached the summit ridge but Sustad
slipped on 'balled up' crampons and the pair fell 200ft. Sustad sustained chest
injuries and the four climbers teamed up to descend on the S side of the
mountain. At around 6000m an avalanche tragically hit Murphy while he was
setting up an abseil and he was swept down the face. It was not possible either
to locate or recover his body. Our sympathy goes out to Brendan's family and
friends. Julie-Ann Clyma, as an individual, was the recipient of half the
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Alison Chadwick Memorial Grant for 1997. (See articles 'Changabang: A World
Apart: pp3-II, and 'Mountain of Dreams, Mountain of Sorrows', ppI2-17.)
97/26 Changuch 1997 Gary Murray (with Stephen Ferris and Brian James).
September-October 1997
After spending a week in the Kumaon region moving camps up to c5400m to
acclimatise, this team climbed to 5600m on Lamchir West, hoping to spot a
possible route on the S Face of Changuch, 6322m. But then the weather broke
and made further climbing impossible, so no attempt could be made on their
main objective.
97/30 1997 British Bhagirathi ill Steve Callen (with Dave Birkett, John
Dunne and Jason Pickles). August-September 1997
Impossible Star on the W Face of Bhagirathi Ill, 6454m, currently has 7 aid
pitches, but this team hoped to be able to eliminate them, and thus climb the
route 'free'. However, to have any hope of achieving this, a long spell of good
weather would be essential: unfortunately, although quite good when they
arrived at BC, it rapidly deteriorated,1::overing the entire face in snow and ice
for the duration. of their stay.
97/34 Rupshu Mike Ratty (with Anne AHcock, Richard Law and Trevor
Willis). July-August 1997
Although refused access to this area of Ladakh in previous years, persistence
paid off, and this time a permit was forthcoming. They hoped to make first
ascents of Chakura, 6529m, and/or Pologongka, 6632m, both 'roadside'
mountains well away from the Tibetan border. Climbing at Alpine grade AD
they reached 6000m on the former before snow conditions became too soft
and tiring to progress further. They had more success on Pologongka, reaching
the summit in ideal conditions at F on mixed rock and snow.
97/37 Scottish Himalayan 1997 Scott Muir (with Kevin Kelly, Gordon
Lennox, Malcolm McIlrath, and David Proudfoot with Ajay Makin as La).
August-September 1997
From the summit of the Kullu Eiger in 1996 (96/24) this leader spotted The
Throne, rising to 5840m above the Parbati Valley, and thus the present expedition
was spawned. An attempt on the very steep and dangerous NE Face reached
5400m with climbing to ED, El /2, Scottish Ill, A2 before the weather forced a
retreat. The long N Ridge proved to be a more practical option, and was climbed
direct to the top at Scottish Il/IIl, with an enormous overhanging cornice
guarding the summit.
mMALAYA - NEPAL
97/9 British Services Gimmigela 1997 Pat Parsons (with Ted Atkins,
Huan Davies, Bob Ewen, Larry Foden, Andy Gibson, Marty Hallett, Paul Hart,
Bert Lane, Pea Peacock, Rob Magowan, Dave Sheridan, Callum Weeks and
Tug Wilson). March-June 1997
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When this expedition was first proposed, Gimmigela, 7350m, (aka 'The
Twins') in the NE corner of Nepal had never been climbed. It was therefore a
huge disappointment that it received two ascents by Japanese climbers whilst
the present trip was being planned. Nevertheless they carried on, with the
hope of making the first British ascent by the SW Ridge, which would be a new
route. In this they were successful, with Lane and Peacock reaching the summit
on 10 May followed two days later by Atkins, Foden, Magowan and Wilson.
(See article 'The Gimmigela Adventure', pp126-132.)

97151 Challenge 8000 1997 Alan Hinkes. March-August 1997
Having climbed eight of the world's 8000m peaks, Hinkes planned to finish
off the other six in one continuous expedition. Extremely generous sponsorship
from Berghaus enabled him to 'buy into' other teams' permits, and make
occasional use of helicopters to transfer between base camps. After reaching
the summit of Lhotse, 8511m on 23 May, he flew via Lukla to attempt Makalu,
8481m, but already the monsoon was moving in, with higher temperatures
and rockfall making any attempt suicidal. Kangchenjunga, 8598m, was also
out of the queston at this time, so he made a brief visit back home to 'recharge
his batteries' (with beer and fish and chips). He then flew to Pakistan for an
attempt on Nanga Parbat, 8125m, which had already received some ascents
that season. A week after dumping some equipment near Camp I he discovered
that it had been stolen, but then some flour on a chapati caused him to sneeze
so violently that he seriously injured his back. He crawled down some 600m
until a helicopter could fly him to Islamabad for treatment. The 1997 attempt
was over, but he is determined to return in 1998. (See article 'Challenge 8000: a
Progress Report', pp83-88. )

IllMALAYA - CIDNA AND TmET

97/4 British Nanchen Tangla John Town (with Huw Davies). July-August
1997
Always on the lookout for obscure peaks, this year Town selected Jomo
Gankar (aka Qunghoganeze), 7048m, in central Tibet, some 100km NNW of
Lhasa, and W of the road to Golmud. The lower one-third of the mountain
turned out to be far more technical than had been anticipated, and they ran out
of fixed rope at 5900m, necessitating a retreat whilst it was still possible. On
the plus side, they were almost certainly the first foreigners to visit the N side
of the mountain, as a result of which they observed many unclimbed 6000m
peaks. No doubt they will return.
97131 British Sepu Kangri 1997 Chris Bonington (with Charlie Clarke,
Jim Curran, Jim Fotheringham, Jim Lowther, John Porter and Duncan Sperry).
April-June 1997
During a reconnaissance trip in 1996 (96/17), Bonington and Clarke identified
the NE Ridge of Seamo Uylmitok as probably the most feasible route to the
summit of Sepu Kangri, 6950m, the highest unclimbed peak in the
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Nyain-Qen-Tanghla Mountains of NE Tibet. This proved to be knife-edged
and gendarmed, so they transferred to the NE Face instead. Having reached a
height of 6050m, a possible site for Camp 3 and maybe three days to the summit,
the weather broke and the entire face was covered with well over half a metre
of snow: the expedition was over. Meanwhile, taking advantage of some of
the expedition's wealth of modern technology, Clarke had telephoned a
colleague at Bart's in London - just like that! - to ask for advice on the treatment
of a desperately ill local woman. As a result of this long-distance consultation,
she made a complete recovery. Clarke should be more than welcome to return
with the team in 1998, when they hope to reach the summit of Sepu Kangri.

97/36 New Zealand Aghill997 John Nankervis (with John Cocks, Tom
Davies, David ElIis, Kristen Foley, Dominic Hammond and John Wild).
August-October 1997
The rarely visited Aghil Mountains lie between the Shaksgam and Zug
Shaksgam rivers in Xinjiang Province. The peaks in the north proved to be
very difficult to access owing to narrow gorges and very loose rock, so the team
moved further up the Shaksgam to tlie Dong Skyang Glacier. From here, they
were successful in climbing three mountains: making the second ascent of Pk
5959m and first ascents of Pk 6068m and Pk 6648m. Moving a little further
up the glacier they then made the first ascent of an unnamed peak, ro340m,
and took in an extraordinary vista from a 'humble mound' of 4798m, which
they feel must have been visited before.

KARAKORAM - PAKISTAN

97/18 Joint North Wales Beatrice

Mike 'Twid' Turner (with Grant
Farquhar and Steve Mayers plus Louise Thomas with Glenda Huxter and Kath
Pyke). August-September 1997
This was actually two separate expeditions - one all-male and one all-female
- each attempting new big-wall routes on the SE Face of Beatrice, 5900m,
above the Charakusa Glacier. Both teams were successful, the men climbing
The Excellent Adventure (750m, ED+ A3+) and the girls climbing Hateja ('strong
willed determined lady') (750m, ED+ A3+). The female team was the recipient
of the AIison Hargreaves Grant. This originated as a posthumous 'Achievement
Award' presented by Cosmopolitan/American Express: Alison's family most
generously passed the money on to the MEF which decided to award it as a
one-off grant to a deserving female climber or expedition in 1997. (See article
'Beatrice', ppI17-125.)

97123 British Choktoi Guy Willett (with AIex FrankIin, Will Garrett, Rhona
Hatchell and Colin Spark). June-August 1997
This expedition to the Choktoi Glacier had several aims, in some of which
they were very successful. On Hanipispur South, 6047m, they failed to make
the first ascent when forced back at roOOOm, only two or three rope-lengths
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from the summit, owing to bad snow conditions (AD). They did achieve the
first ascent of an independent peak, c5400m, (E of Latok IV) by its NW Ridge
(also AD), and reached c5800m on the unclimbed Choktoi peak, 6l66m,
retreating at an impasse on the S Face after climbing at A2 and Scottish V/VI.
On the 'Doug Scott Spur' of a 5000m+ sub-peak of Latok III (AU2 and VS)
they grossly underestimated the time it would take and aborted: on a different
(higher) sub-spur, they were weathered off after some sustained climbing at E2.
97/25 Pinnacle Club 1997 Karakoram Annabelle Barker (with Pro
Cartwright, Margaret Clennett, Sally Macintyre and Sue Williscroft). JuneJuly 1997
When climbing nearby in 1986, the leader spotted an attractive unnamed
peak near to Shuwert in Shimshal, and determined to return to locate and
climb it. This expedition was the result. Unfortunately WI1liscroft had to return
home early owing to a recurrent chest infection, but the rest of the team made the
first ascent of Rwadun Sar, c5500m, via its badly corniced NE Ridge, and then of
their basic target, Zarsanic I, 5900m, via its long but not unduly difficult SW Ridge.
97/27 British Bolocho 1997 Dave Wilkinson (with Andy Forsyth and
Stewart Muir). July-August 1997
From the summit of Haramosh 11 in 1995, this leader saw a K2-like peak to
the west, and set his heart on climbing it. An attempt in 1996 (96/23) from the
Kero Lungma Glacier proved that the local map was unreliable, and that the
mountain was actually located above the Bolocho Glacier. With the undoubted
advantage of knowing where it was, he returned in 1997. The Glacier basin is
surrounded by peaks which they gave the unimaginative but practical names
(working from N to S) of Bolocho I to Bolocho VII: the target peak thus became
Bolocho I. In the best weather Wilkinson had ever experienced in the
Karakoram, the team acclimatised by climbing Bolocho V, c5240m, at Scottish
Ill/IV, but Muir then rested a recurrent ankle injury whilst the others climbed
Bolocho I, c6000m, by its N Ridge (D/TD & Scottish Ill/IV). As a bonus, all
three plus the cook's assistant then climbed Bolocho VI, c5200m.
97/35 British Karakoram Colm Coffey (with Pete Cox, Stephen Gale,
Craig Lyle and Coos Smith). August-September 1997
As the Markhum region of the Karakoram was closed until 1986, Zartgarbin,
5850m (aka Saue Gerdan), had only received one previous attempt, and that
was by a team from a British school. Examination of photographs taken on
that occasion led the present team to think that it would be possible to ascend
a relatively straightforward snow couloir to gain the NE Ridge. However, a
series of hot summers in the intervening years had made drastic changes to the
terrain, and the anticipated snow turned out to be bare ice. Cox suffered a
chest complaint, so he and his partner turned back leaving Coffey and Smith to
continue to 5300m, where a shortage of ice screws forced them to abandon the
attempt. As they arrived back at BC a storm broke, with some of the heaviest
rain experienced in Pakistan for over 100 years.
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97/38 Scottish-Australian Broad Peak 97 Rick AlIen (with Andrew Lock
of Australia). June-August 1997
Although thoroughly investigated by Kurtyka and Kukuczka in 1980, the S
Ridge of Broad Peak, 8047m, still awaits its first ascent. This duo hoped to
attempt it last year, but were refused a permit. Armed with one this year they
reached nOOm before being forced to turn back because the climbing was too
hard. At this stage, AlIen had to return to the UK, but Lock stayed on, and
later reached the summit solo by the original (W Face) route.
97/40 Sheffield Karakoram 1997 Mark Hams (with Richard Garnett,
Dean Grindell and Oliver Howard). June-August 1997
This team visited the Choktoi Glacier with the intention ofmaking first ascents
of as many peaks as possible. They were successful in climbing a subsidiary
summit, 5800m, of the Biacherai Towers by an easy couloir on the NW face,
and the N Face/ An~te of a rock buttress, 5400m, on Latok III with pitches up
to E2, 5c. Hanipispur Spur provided good mixed climbing up to Scottish 3,
whilst an attempt on Hanipispur S Summit (6047m) was aborted at 5900m,
when two of the team were badly atIected by the altitude.

CENTRAL ASIA AND THE FAREAST
97/39 Northern Chuiskiy Paul Knott (with Michael Doyle from UK plus
Justin Canny and Bill Fischelis from the USA). July-August 1997
The Maashey Valley is virtually unknown, and had never previously been
visited by British or American climbers. Hence this enterprising team had no
problems in finding something 'new' to climb. They started by putting up two
new 23-hour epic routes on Maashey, at 4177m the highest peak in the Chuiskiy
mass: N Ridge (up to VS) and NE Ridge, descent in each case being via the
'normal' W Ridge route (Russian 4A). Moving to the eastern end of the
Maashey Wall, they then made first British/American ascents of Burevestnik,
3700m and Tamma, 3200m, and finally put up new routes on Ak-Tru, 4044m
and Kurkurek, 3989m.
97/45 Anglo-American Kokshaal-Too Lindsay Griffin (with Brian Davison
and Nick Green from UK, Christian Beckwith and Garth Willis from USA
and Mattias Engelien from Germany). August-September 1997
The American/German portion of this team limbered up on ice/mixed routes
of Scottish IV/V on peaks up to 4600m in the Ala Archa before heading for
Kokshaal-Too, the most southern range of the Tien Shan, in Kyrghyzstan on
its border with China. With 17 summits over 5000m and 60 between 4000m
and 5000m, this is likely to become a popular area with Western climbers if the
problems of access can be sorted out, but the present group faced virtually
every setback known to mountaineering expeditions. Despite this, they did
achieve their aim of making some rust ascents: Pic Lyev, 4600m, Pic Jerry
Garcia, 5250m, the Unmarked Soldier, 5400m and Pt 5225. Pitch difficulty
was up to Scottish 5 mixed.

